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November 2 marked two decades of a steady stream of
people living on the International Space Station (ISS).
American astronaut Bill Shepherd and Russians Sergei
Krikalev and Yuri Gidzenko were the first inhabitants
landing on the ISS on November 2, 2000. Since then, 241
people and 18 countries have called it home...

MUSIC TO COFFEE:
Shenanigans in Space

 In August 2003, Russian cosmonaut
Yuri Malenchenko married from space.
His fiance Ekaterina Dmitriev stood
next to a life-sized picture of her space-
bound would be husband as they
exchanged vows In 2015, Italian,
Samantha Cristoforetti became the
world's first orbiting person to make
coffee after firing up experimental
ISSpresso coffee machine

SO, WHAT DOES THIS
SPACE HOME LOOK
LIKE?
The 109-metre-long station
has six sleeping quarters, two
toilets, a gym, and the Cupola,
a set of bay win-
dows through
which one gets
a 360-degree
view of the
outer space

For 20 years straight, humans have
been living on ISS

2 HOURS a day 
is the  time astronauts
have to work out to
keep their muscles in
shape

AT $120 BILLION,
ISS is the single-most expensive

object ever built

665 is the record for most time
spent living and working in space, set
by Peggy  Whitson

2 IINNCCHHEESS is how much 
astronaut Scott Kelly's height
grew after a year on the
ISS. Interestingly, it took
only 2  days  for it to
shrink back to nor-
mal on Earth

M AJOR CHALLENGES
 The environment is no easier on the human
body. Fluids normally drawn towards the feet
by gravity linger in the head, causing discom-
fort and possibly contributing to astronauts’
impaired eyesight once they return to terra
firma
Even the daily routines present challenges, in
part because of the ISS’s unique environment.
Sunlight and shadow heat and cool the station
every time it circles the Earth, about every 90
minutes, causing the metallic structures to flex

and pop. Some astronauts sleep with
earplugs in for peace of mind
CO2 levels on the ISS are often 10 times
higher than on the Earth, enough to give

crew members headaches. Basic
activities such as using the bath-

room—which humans evolved to
do in gravity—become complex
chores

Many astronauts have played
instruments on the ISS.
Canadian astronaut Chris
Hadfield had his guitar, while
French astronaut Thomas
Pesquet played his sax in space

Y
es, that's the worth of asteroid '16 Psyche’,
which could be made entirely of metal. In simple
words, it's a whopping $10,000 quadrillion,

equivalent to 10 thousand times the global economy in
2019, claim astronauts.

WHY IS IT WORTH QUADRITRILLIONS?
 According to scien-
tists, unlike most aster-
oids that are made up of
rocks or ice, Psyche is a
dense and largely metal-
lic object thought to be
the core of an earlier
planet that failed in for-
mation
 Scientists believe that
the asteroid is made up of almost entirely of iron,
nickel and several other rare materials like gold, plat-
inum, cobalt, iridium and rhenium. Hypothetically, if it
was to be transported to the Earth, NASA Psyche mis-
sion’s lead scientist Lindy Elkins-Tanton has calculated
that the iron alone would be worth more than $10,000
quadrillion

1 Located around 370 million-kilometres away
from the Earth, asteroid 16 Psyche is one of
the most massive objects in the asteroid belt

in our solar system

2 The somewhat potato-shaped asteroid has a
diameter of around 140 miles and orbits between
Mars and Jupiter

3 First discovered on March 17, 1853 by an Italian
astronomer, Annibale de Gasparis, the asteroid
was named after the ancient Greek goddess of

soul, Psyche

FACTOID

$10,000,000,000,000,000,000

DEEPA MEHTA'S
'FUNNY BOY' IS

CANADA'S ENTRY
FOR INTERNATION-

AL FILM OSCAR 

Acclaimed filmmaker Deepa
Mehta's upcoming feature
'Funny Boy' will represent

Canada at the 93rd Academy Awards
as the submission for the best inter-
national film. It will mark Mehta’s
second- time entry in the same cat-

egory for the Oscars.

Slovakian company Klein Vision Ltd is all set to
display its flying car called the AirCar in China
this year. With wings on both sides, the flying
car can change from vehicle mode to flying
mode in a short time. The AirCar is a
functional prototype, which can be used both
in the air and on the ground. The
transformation is
completed at the
touch of a
button...

 AirCar is composed of several functional units. Its aero-
dynamic fuselage provides enough space for the passen-
gers and, at the same time, contributes to better lift char-
acteristics during the flight. It weighs 800 kilograms

 Among advanced technologies are retractable wings,
folding tail surfaces, and a parachute deployment system.
The folding tail surfaces contribute to a better longitudinal
stability and take-off characteristics, just like in a conven-
tional aircraft. However, in the car mode, retracted tail
results in a more compact size.

FEATURES

The AirCar is powered by a BMW 1.6l
engine. It has a car-plane that has an
effective power output of 140HP, with an
estimated travel range of 1,000 km and
flight consumption of 18 l/hr

A car that can change
from vehicle mode to
FLYING MODE!

CLICK
HERE FOR
MOREBRIEFNEWS

IN 

 'Funny Boy'
is an adaptation of

author Shyam
Selvadurai's 1994 novel
of the same name
 Set in Sri Lanka during
the 1970s and 1980s, the
film explores the awaken-
ing of its young protago-
nist Arjie (played by
Arush Nand/Brandon
Ingram) from a young
boy, deemed “funny” by
disapproving family to a
teenager enamoured by a
male classmate

Mehta's film, 'Water', the
third feature in her
Elements’ trilogy, was
Oscar-nominated in the
international feature film
category in 2007. The first
film in the trilogy was
'Earth'; the director fol-
lowed it up with 'Fire' 

GRETA THUNBERG TAKES 
CLIMATE STRIKE ONLINE AGAIN AS
SWEDEN'S COVID-19 CASES MOUNT

C limate activist Greta Thunberg has said that she
will stop her regular protest outside Sweden's par-
liament because of the surge in Covid-19 infec-

tions, and return to only campaigning online.  "Stay safe,
take care of each other and #flattenthecurve!" Thunberg

said on Twitter.

 Thunberg has
been skipping school on Fridays

since August 2018 to stand out-
side parliament in Stockholm
to demand her government
take action on climate
change
 What started as a lone
protest with a hand-paint-
ed sign quickly developed
into a global phenomenon,

mostly due to the atten-
tion it gained on social
media  She urged

activists to protest online in
March as the pandemic
started building, but she
returned to her place outside
parliament in Sept

ENTERTAINMENT

FOR A CAUSE

WATER WAS FORMED
4.4 BILLION YEARS

AGO ON MARS: STUDY

A fter analysing an ancient
Martian meteorite, a team
of Japanese researchers

has revealed that water on the Red
Planet originated some 4.4 billion
years ago. Several years ago, a pair
of dark meteorites was discovered in
the Sahara Desert. They were dubbed
NWA 7034 and NWA 7533. Analysis
showed these meteorites are new
types of Martian meteorites and are
mixtures of different rock fragments.

 It's well-known to planetary
scientists that there has been
water on Mars for at least 3.7 bn
years But from the mineral
composition of the meteorite, it
has been revealed that there
was water present much earlier,
at around 4.4 bn years ago

SPACE

DID
YOU
KNOW

AND THE MOST
COMPETITIVE IPL

EVER IS...

T he first match of
Sunday's double header
saw the CChheennnnaaii  SSuuppeerr

KKiinnggss, who have had their worst
season ever this time, tthhrraasshh
KKiinnggss  XXII  PPuunnjjaabb  bbyy  99  wwiicckkeettss  ttoo
eenndd  tthheeiirr  ccaammppaaiiggnn on a positive
note.
 Chennai's win also means that
this has been the most evenly-
contested IPL ever with the bot-
tom-ranked team winning six
games (and earning 12 points) for
the first time. MMuummbbaaii  IInnddiiaannss
wwiitthh  1188  ppooiinnttss  lleeaaddss  tthhee  ttaabbllee..  IItt
ccoouulldd  rreeaacchh  2200  bbyy  wwiinnnniinngg  tthhee
nneexxtt  mmaattcchh. 
 The result of the first match
also meant that Punjab are now
out of the IPL race this season.
 In the second match, Kolkata
Knight Riders (KKR) beat
Rajasthan Royals (RR) by 60 runs
by restricting the latter to 131, in
response to their score of 191.

ISS BY NUMBERS



10LIFE LESSONS from
Covid 19 outbreak

While the pandemic may have upset the economy and killed people, it rekindled hope that
humans will unlearn a few things, will take a reverse gear to gather some good things from the
past, which are needed for a healthy planet and our future

1LIVE FOR YOURSELF, BUT LEARN TO LIVE FOR
OTHERS TOO: You should be willing to trade some
of your freedom for the greater good of others.

Many people have been complaining about feeling bored
and aimless. Some might even feel that it’s a breach of
their individual right, being made to stay home. However,
when it comes to the greater good, one should always be
willing to sacrifice a little bit of that freedom. Trade a lit-
tle bit of your freedom for the greater good of the pub-
lic. Remember, the world is one in crisis. 

4 LEARN HOW TO BE CONTENT ALONE & EVOLVE: The cur-
rent lockdown has unlocked a part of my mind’s arena to
rethink about the free time that we take for granted. I now

realise the importance of being all by myself, and minding my own
business. I have also learnt that it is never too late to explore and
learn new things. I have recently started learning French and this
is one of the best, however late, decisions of my life. I love using
a few phrases every now and then much like a wannabe!
Nevertheless, this is my way of sharpening my linguistic skills and
be a better version of myself. So, while each one of us is fighting
a silent battle against the virus, let this not give you a chance to
crib and complain. Do not hesitate to rise up to the occasion and
unleash your heroism in these testing times. 

SIMPY DADIALA, Teacher, DPS, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi

2 MAINTAIN HYGIENE: WASH YOUR HANDS,
ALWAYS!: General hygiene is always important.
Not just when there is a virus. You should know

the drill by now. Wet your hands. Lather them with soap.
Scrub for 20 seconds. Rinse off. Dry with a clean towel. It
really is the best way to keep safe, because soap is a
very effective way to kill viruses.

3WORK/STUDY FROM HOME: LET IN DISCIPLINE,
LET OUT LAZINESS: During this time many
learned that their jobs/studies were possible to do

from home. The beauty lies in the balance. Even if you
put in two to three dedicated hours to work/ studies, you
may be assimilating a lot more than five to six hours
spent in school or work.

5INTERNET IS OUR BASIC RIGHT: According to
a study done by the
University of

Birmingham, the right to
Internet access should be
a human right. Many
schools shifted to online
teaching facilities but
there were underprivi-
leged who didn't have access to the Internet.

6 DOCTORS AND RESEARCHERS NEED TO BE
PAID BETTER: If
this scary time has

taught us anything, it's
that doctors and
researchers will be the
ones getting us out of this
mess. They are working
24x7 to drive the recovery of the world. We need to re-
evaluate how much money others make and instead, pay
scientist and doctors the
salary they
deserve.

7 TAKING THAT SICK DAY COULD SAVE LIVES: If
you are feeling sick, just
stay home. Many stu-

dents have a tendency to be
scared to skip school even when
sick. "Look, I am sick, yet I still
came to school. Look at what a
hard worker I am?" This mental-
ity needs to stop. If you are
sick, just stay home.

8 EVERYONE SHOULD
KNOW HOW TO
COOK: Staying home

has forced many people to
learn, re-learn or re-ignite
their love for cooking.
Learning how to cook is one
of the most important skills
a person can have. You depend on yourself. It teaches you
self-sustainability and you save a lot of money. These
days, hundreds of people sharing social media posts of
their delicious meals. They are re-discovering the won-
ders of eating in. Knowing exactly what is in your
food and feeling that sense of reward when
you completely cook a meal on
your own.

10 THE IMPORTANCE OF TALKING
TO FRIENDS EVERY DAY: When

we can’t go out and keep busy,
the best way to combat loneliness is to be in reg-

ular contact with friends and family, by chatting
over the phone or

video chatting. This
is the time to have

long talks and deep
conversations. Don’t

forget human connec-
tion during these cru-

cial times. 

THIS LOCKDOWN
SHOWED ME...
 I now have a new-found
respect for doctors, health
and civic workers, police and
others who are our frontline
soldiers fighting a catastr-
phe of global scale. Also, we
see that nature is all-power-
ful and all our super arma-
ments are rendered useless
in front of it. 

VIVEK A, class X, The Hyderabad Public School, Hyd

RESPECT LIFE & SAVIOURS

 I figured that there is no
point in rushing thorugh mind-
lessly in life. Slowing down and
living the moment are equally
important. This lockdown
proved to be Nature’s way of
teaching us to appreciate the
beautiful things around us,
which we take for granted
amid the rigmarole.

SUDHIKSHA I, class XI, DPS South, Bengaluru

DON’T RUSH, LIVE A DAY

 I gathered during the lock-
down that there is no place
safer than your own nest. One
aspires of working in a big
firm, touring across the world
but when there is a crisis,
everyone wishes to run back
home. The value of this home
is felt more when you can’t
get to it when you want to.

SHIVANSH GAIROLA, class XI, Dehradun World School

MY HOME IS HEAVEN

I learnt how we take things
for granted. I realised how
much pollution this concretisa-
tion has caused. Now that
everything is at a standstill,
the roads are peaceful and the
sky is clear, the breeze is clean-
er and the sunshine is in abun-
dance. Nature has blessed us!

ZANKHNA PATHAN, class XII,

Maharaja Agrasen Vidyalaya, Ahmedabad 

BENEFITS GO UNNOTICED

The lockdown days have
been busy —helping mom and
being with my puppies. I have
learnt how important our
presence is for pets and the
care they return. I have
learnt that despite having
many friends, our family will
always be our base and
should be our priority. 

KALYANI SREEJITH, class XII, KV Pangode, Tvm

FAMILY, OUR BACKBONE

During the lockdown, from
celebs to the poor, everyone
stood as one. When the
Prime Minister asked people
to stay home, everyone
obliged and showed solidari-
ty. For me, this was a
learnign point—how to be
selfless for the greater good
of others. 
ZAINAB IQBAL, class X, St Sebastian’s School, Kolkata

SHOW SOLIDARITY

 If there's one thing that I've
learnt during the lockdown—
it's that nothing is permanent.
It was like the Earth shouting
out at us to skip the superfi-
cial comforts for natural
goodness. It taught us to
appreciate the little moments
in life that we wouldn't notice
in a fast-paced world.

DIYA RAJADHYAKSHA, class VIII, Ryan Global, Chembur

SKIP THE SUPERFICIAL

Living life as per schedule can make a lot of dif-
ference and that is what the lockdown showed me.
There were so many books in my cupboard that
remained untouched, there were so many new
things in life that I would have never tried had I not
been homebound — from arranging my cupboard, to
helping my mum with chores, cooking. All these
made me more independent and more free in life.

ARNAV GOEL, class  XII, Delhi Public School, 
RK Puram, Delhi  

CAN LIVE SOLO!

9 LEARN TO APPRECIATE NATURE: If you live near a spacious
outdoor area, like a river bed or an empty road lined with
trees, you realise the beauty of nature. The point has

been not to be in close contact with people. With people
not moving around, pollution levels coming down,

skies becoming clearer, birds chirping, flowers
blooming, who can stop you from con-

necting with nature.

02 Beware of a misfit occupation. . . . Consider carefully your
natural bent, whether for business or a profession.

MARSHALL FIELD
WALK OF LIFE
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